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Director’s Message
Since the earliest days of human civilization, 
the first and foremost role of education has 
been to prepare responsible citizens who step 
out to challenge binding narrow conventions 
and take on responsibilities in the structural 
functioning of government and economy. This 
is the way centres of education have given back 
to the society. Every year, the days of campus 
placement in a B-School bring along numer-
ous such occasions for the alma mater to take 
pride in its students as they step out into the 
society with open arms.

On the placement day arrives that one special 
moment when all your hard work finally pays 
off. However, this special moment raises a 
very important question, the answer to which 
encapsulates the real wisdom eduction has 
instilled in you. As you gear up to accelerate 
your ascent to the zenith of your professional 
career, I would advise you to know the right 
map and move accordingly, because life often 
doesn’t give a second chance to hasty decisions.  
Give it a careful thought and  once you are 
sure about your goal, let no hurdle ever stop 
you.

Wishing you the best of luck for the adventure 
called life.

Dr. Bibek Banerjee
Director, IMT Ghaziabad

Area: Marketing Management
director@imt.edu
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Dean’s Message

DEAR 2014-BATCH STUDENTS,
 
Well begun is half-done! With a large number of students already placed in 
the first week and a good number of PPOs pouring in, placement figures look 
much better than that of last year. The trend is encouraging, but if you are 
still feeling nervous and spending sleepless nights thinking about the place-
ment process, relax your nerves, because it is a natural phenomenon. You are 
not the only one to feel that way. The protagonist of every successful story you 
have come across, has been in this place. If they have can have their share of 
glory, so can you!
 
The trick is to remain confident and approach the selection process diligent-
ly and smartly. Firstly, learn to be choosy. When you try for a job that suits 
your aptitude and liking, the energy to fight for it would naturally flow from 
within. When it came to choosing between a good paying job and a good 
“quality” job, I personally picked one that helped me making a difference and 
brought out the best part of my personality. However, it is a personal choice; 
so really there is nothing wrong in going with the “scent of money”.
 
No doubt, there will be stress questions that will test your patience and pres-
ence of mind. For those days, remember the proverb that says Easy does it. 
Given your rigorous training at IMT, you are best prepared to handle such 
situations with a creative and balanced approach. So just go for it and prove 
it to the world that you are ready to scale the mountain.
 
Needless to say, you have our best wishes on your side. So tread fearlessly and 
may you get addicted to success irrespective of the challenges life throws at 
you.
 
Amen!! Good luck to all of you.

Dr. N.L. Ahuja
Dean - Academics

Area: Finance and Accounting
nahuja@imt.edu
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Chairperson’s 
Message
The footsteps of campus recruitment process remain somewhat un-
heard in the rigorous routine of MBA students until placement week fi-
nally makes an entry to the time table and brings along an atmosphere 
of baited breath and anxiety. All suited up, the aspiring managers 
mark the beginning of a story of their struggle and success on day zero. 
However, the last page of the script is never an offer letter; rather this 
placement episode is just a prologue to the actual big story.
This big story, in reality, is a story of the choices we make; these are the 
choices that shape the turning points of our professional and personal 
lives. We get to choose between chasing the dreams of our passion and 
laying the first bricks of a financially secure future. These choices give 
a new meaning to the word success that then remains unaltered for the 
rest of our lives. We realize it while connecting the dots in flashback. 

Passion often remains like a flickering light in the darkest corners of 
our minds and needs to be protected until the arrival of that eureka 
moment when we become aware of its existence. It’s that moment when 
we start seeing the logic behind the smallest details of our lives. The 
path of passion, however, is not easy to follow and often remains the 
less travelled one in the world we live in. While many choose to walk 
away after seeing an apple fall, only a few choose to spend their entire 
lives in understanding the force of gravity and this creates the differ-
ence. 

I wish you good luck and hope that you make informed decisions, not 
only during the campus placement process, but also in the years to 
come and create a success story of your own that IMT Ghaziabad will 
one day feel proud of. 

Dr. Lubna Nafees
Associate Professor

Chairperson 
(Corporate Communications and 
Media Relations Committee)

Area: Marketing Management
lnafees@imt.edu
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uote
UnQuote“

“

There is no reason not to follow your heart.

Almost everything–all external expectations, all pride, all fear of embarrassment 
or failure–these things just fall away in the face of death, leaving only what is truly 
important. Remembering that you are going to die is the best way I know to avoid 
the trap of thinking you have something to lose. You are already naked. There is 
no reason not to follow your heart.” 

~ Steve Jobs

Forget about the fast lane. If you really want to fly, harness your 
power to your passion. Honor your calling. Everybody has one. 

Trust your heart, and success will come to you.” 
~ Oprah Winfrey

Passion, it lies in all of us, sleeping… waiting… and 
though unwanted… unbidden… it will stir… open its 
jaws and howl. It speaks to us… guides us… passion 
rules us all, and we obey. What other choice do we 

have? Passion is the source of our finest moments. 
The joy of love… the clarity of hatred… and the 
ecstasy of grief. It hurts sometimes more than we 
can bear. If we could live without passion maybe 
we’d know some kind of peace… but we would be 

hollow… Empty rooms shuttered and dank. Without 
passion we’d be truly dead.” 

 ~ Joss Whedon

“Twenty years from now you will be more disappointed 
by the things that you didn’t do than by the ones you did 

do. So throw off the bowlines. Sail away from the safe har-
bor. Catch the trade winds in your sails. Explore. Dream. 

Discover.” 
~ Mark Twain
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From the 
Editor’s Desk

Photo Credits: Dheeraj Tripathi

Every man has his own destiny: the only imperative is to follow it, to 
accept it, no matter where it leads him.       
       -     Henry Miller  

Men do not shape destiny, Destiny produces the man for the hour.   
      -  Fidel Castro 

The last month of the calendar year brings along with it 
foggy mornings, examinations and of course, the final 
year placement season. An integral and for many, the sole 

objective of the MBA education, placements are both looked for-
ward to and dreaded. Be it, the anxious wait of getting shortlisted 
and the bilious churn in the stomach awaiting the announcement 
of the results, which is accompanied by euphoria or desponden-
cy, placements bear witness to a cornucopia of emotions. Bor-
rowing a few words from Steve Jobs, trust in something - your 
gut, destiny, life, karma, whatever. We are all destiny’s children, 
the right opportunity is just ahead, let us relax yet maintain focus 
and the loom of time will soon weave our pattern into the cloth 
of success. 
This edition of The Perspective tries to capture the mood of the 
season and attempts to provide insights on the question that 
every student in the campus must have come across at least once; 
Passion vs Package? The issue com¬mences with valuable inputs 
shared by our Director, Dr Bibek Banerjee, the Dean, Dr NL 
Ahuja and the Chairperson, CCMRC, Dr Lubna Nafees. Personal 
preferences on the passion vs package dilemma apart, we seek 
expert opinion and feature a delightful article from our own Dr 
Nilanjan. We also bring in words of wisdom from Prahlad Kak-
kar who graced IMT and sounded out on similar lines.
We also congratulate and feature those among us, who have 
raised IMT’s flag across the world and have raised the bar for 
the rest of us through their accomplishments. We also carry our 
usual staple such Campus Buzz, highlighting life @ IMT over the 
last month and conclude with Corporate Chuckles, this time, a 
take on a career in Operations Management. 
On behalf of CCMRC, I extend the season’s greetings to all. With 
2014 upon us, let us start afresh with optimism and cheer. 

Lakshmi Narasimhan
Chief Editor – The Perspective 
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Addicted to success are the souls who 
believe in walking that extra mile 
towards their long-cherished dream. 

In the restlessness of their minds lies their 
energy, in their anxiety lies their uncontrolla-
ble urge to excel and in the insomnia of their 
nights lie the dreams of their big day. One 
such dream came true on 23rd November 
2013 when Akshay Nangia, Ashish Bhadauria 
and Mayank Rawat claimed the winners’ tro-
phy at ISB Mohali campus.

The entry sent by the Ghazab Ghaziabadis 
had to fight it out with more than 150 entries 
that were invited for Nielsen ISB Consum-
er Insights Challenge (NICIC) conducted 
during Advaita, the flagship annual manage-
ment fest of ISB Mohali, to finally make it to 
the top five teams. The teams were given a 
case study pertaining to life insurance sec-
tor and were required to choose a company, 
come up with a product idea, conduct market 
research and submit a complete plan for pro-
motion and distribution of the product. The 
deliverable of the first round was a very crisp 
presentation of the whole idea in just 7 slides. 
The final five teams who made their way to 
the final round were from Indian Institute of 
Foreign Trade Delhi, Xavier Institute of Man-
agement Bhubaneswar, Institute of Manage-
ment Technology Ghaziabad, Indian School 
of Business Hyderabad and Nielsen North 
point. As the teams reached Mohali campus, 
their accommodation was well taken care of. 

On the day of the final event, each team was 
given 20 minutes to present the idea and 10 
minutes were allocated for question answer 
round. Six senior officials from A C Nielsen 
were present in the judges panel to evaluate 
the performance of the finalists. 

Team Ghazab Ghaziabadis from IMT Gha-
ziabad was declared the winner of the event. 
Their chosen company for the event was 
Max Life. Speaking of their performance, the 
judges said that they were looking for a 360 
degree solution to the problem at hand and 
the winning team had done proper justice to 
their expectations. Their performance at the 
question answer round was especially appre-
ciated by not only the judges but also their 
own competitors. 
The team acknowledges the help and support 
of faculty and friends. Also, learning from 
courses such as Marketing Strategy and Or-
ganisation helped them understand the busi-
ness problem in a much better way. 

A Zyaada Ka Iraada Moment 
@ISB Mohali
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“Your greatness is revealed not by the lights that shine upon you, but by 
the light that shines within you.” – Ray Davis

Great heights were achieved when the flag of IMT Ghaziabad from India secured a respectful position at 
Milan, Italy on 26th Food and Nutrition Young Earth Solutions. In the live video coverage aired across in-
ternet, there emerged three young faces taking the cause of hunger and obesity towards a new path breaking 
solution.  However, the real shining light that actually marked the difference between mediocrity and their 
greatness was captured by team Perspective in the calm atmosphere of office room, for behind all the fame 
and this great success story of Aastha Malhotra, Tanya Srivastava and Toshali Ghosh, lied a great cause of their 
own and respect for an even greater cause.
And yes, that attitude does make you a winner.

1. Every success story has a steady source of motivation. Tell us about yours.

Our story had three characters of three different body types and our objective was to find one 
solution that will be applicable to all the body types. Hence we could relate to the problem 
and the proposed solution in a much better way and that kept us motivated till the end. 

2. What was the basic idea of your project?

We live in a world where some get to spend a lot over food and often consume more than the 
required quantity, and some less fortunate ones don’t get enough to meet the daily require-
ment. If a proper balance can be maintained, it would help solve the problem of hunger as 
well as obesity.

3. Tell us briefly about the solution you provided to hunger and obesity problem.

The solution provided was to create a health footprint and it had three different stages of 
implementation. The first was introducing an app to lock the amount of calorie intake with 
each food serving on a daily basis. Once the stipulated calorie amount is reached, the user 
is intimated. The app also records the number of calories lost in workouts and rates the user 
with stars on the basis of total calorie consumed and lost. The number of stars can be shared 
on social media profiles of the users to keep them motivated. The second stage was to spread 
awareness among the consumers by making the QR code, from the tray mat of known food 
chains across the world, available on the internet. The third stage was to make the whole affair 
integrated with Facebook. The consumers would get to rate the food corners and on the basis 
of calorie content of the food served, a red, yellow or green color code is assigned to these 
corners.  As a consumer checks into a restaurant, his Facebook profile will be coloured ac-
cordingly. 
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4. What was the timeline of the event?

We had to submit a report in June 2012 for the first round. Ten teams were chosen from 200 
teams to proceed for the final presentation round on 15th September.

5. How did you find the whole experience?

This was a once-in-a lifetime opportunity for all three of us. Making it to world’s top ten 
teams is one thing; seeing the flag of IMT Ghaziabad from India in such a huge platform 
brought us to tears many times. It was a breath taking experience to face so many cameras 
when you know you are being given a live video coverage. Your voice trembles, but out of 
excitement. We were given the opportunity to post tweets that had a viewership of more than 
20,000. The thrill and the excitement of that moment simply cannot be described in words. 
What you bring back is just a plethora of souvenirs from such moments. 

6. How did you find the city and their culture? Share something that really impressed you.

We got an opportunity to interact with the other teams; it’s a wonderful experience to gath-
er first-hand information about the different cultures of world on such a huge platform. We 
really admired the architecture of the city, they have taken special care to maintain it the way 
it was years ago. 
At Milan, we were served zero-wastage food. This was just one of the interesting concepts we 
came across. One really good thing about the whole gathering was they all knew how to build 
over an idea, they all knew how to encourage creativity. You always bring back a great level of 
satisfaction when you are a part of such a team. 
 
7. What was your key take away from the event?

The team that won was from Bangladesh and 
in their project; they were trying to solve real 
life problems that if taken care of, can provide 
food to many who actually need it. Innova-
tion can best serve the society when address-
ing the real necessities. We fight over small 
things, worry over minute problems in our 
lives. But, life has bigger issues and there are 
people who are trying hard to fight for bigger 
causes. When you come across such people 
and understand their cause, you don’t think 
twice before congratulating them because 
respect comes right from your heart.
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When they said practice 
makes a man perfect, per-
haps what they didn’t see 

coming, was that the journey towards 
excellence would one day consider the 
word perfect just a mile stone, not the 
destination. When six senior officials 
of Reckitt Benckiser were waiting for a 
well-rehearsed presentation on the po-
dium of IIM Calcutta, team Aviators 
from IMT Ghaziabad took the whole 
audience by surprise with a “real 
marketing presentation”. Excellent 
presentation skills of PGDM second 
year students Ankit Sharma and Akshat 
Kumar earned great admiration in the 
7th annual marketing case study com-

petition by RB India and Durex, finally making it to the second runners up position.
The basic idea behind the event remains the promotion of one of the power brands of Reckitt Benck-
iser and this year, the brand was Durex. The challenge before the participants was to normalise the 
category of condoms. Behaviour of customers toward buying sanitary napkins was quoted as refer-
ence. Total 50 entries from top 25 business schools of India competed against each other in the first 
round. Finally six teams were given a chance to present their solution in the second round.
Worldwide presence of Durex brand is claimed by 80 per cent market share, whereas in India, the 
brand holds only 4 per cent share. The judges were looking for a solution that would help the brand 
not to eat out of the shares of competitors, but to make it visible in the unserved and underserved 
market. Team Aviator tried to address the business problem through their idea, the different aspects 
of which lied in bringing media on board for the normal acceptance of the product, in convincing 
the retailers to stock Durex condom and give the due visibility to the product and finally in introduc-
ing Durex razor so that a customer becomes aware of the brand at an early stage of his life.
Behind the content of this presentation was an extensive behavioural analysis that required 30 per 
cent primary and 70 per cent secondary research. The study of consumer behaviour started in Gha-
ziabad market and continued even in the journey to IIM Calcutta. No surveys were floated, the 
behaviour of consumers was observed in the shops for better understanding. 
When it came to the final presentation of the idea on stage, Akshat and Ankit preferred to take 
advantage of their skills at excellent storytelling with natural flow, rather than practising for a perfor-
mance on the podium over and over again. According to them, their strongest point was the exten-
sive research and the fact that they had complete conviction and clarity on what they had to convince 
the audience about. The team acknowledges the help and support from faculty and friends in IMT 
Ghaziabad in making this such a huge success. 
  

The Aviators Fly High
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Artist Of The Month 
- Dheeraj Tripathi

Q When did you start photography? Which was 
your first camera?
I always had an interest in photography, and 
started clicking family portraits with a simple 
Kodak KB100 camera in the final  year of my 
high school. 

Q When did you start pursuing photography as a 
hobby seriously? Does it require a lot of patience 
and passion alike? Where lies your source of moti-
vation?
My love for photography was in a dormant stage 
during college days. In fact, it was not until I 
started working for Infosys (in 2009), that a se-
ries of events led to my decision to try my hands 
at photography. At Infosys, there is an an online 
forum where employees would post photographs 
and ask for reviews. An unfortunate incident 
shook me out of inertia, made me realise the ep-
hermerality of life, the importance of seizing the 
day and doing the things you love. That’s when 
I bought an entry level DSLR and started click-
ing pictures and posting them on facebook, not 
worrying about the reception. A senior colleague, 
Mr. Sandeep Somshekharan, also a photography 
enthusiast, became my guide and mentor, always 
emphasising, “Dheeraj rakho Dheeraj”, at the 
same time answering all my questions. I believe 
you learn from your mistakes and you grow and I 
have never looked back!

Q You generally capture nature, is it your preferred 
subject?
I love clicking birds. I believe, birds personify 
freedom. The sense of ambition they elicit, in-
spires me. Bird photography requires a lot of 
research and behaviour study to detect patterns, 

hours of observation and patience for one perfect 
capture.

Q How important are editing skills?
I believe, editing skills are important, but one 
should edit photographs in moderation only.
The dynamic range of the human eye cannot be 
captured by a camera, that’s why it’s required to 
reproduce the actual thing, but editing should 
always be minimalistic. The procedure used is the 
conversion of the raw file to jpeg image through 
the cannon software, making full use of pixel 
information of raw file. My mantra is “click and 
process, not click to process”.

Q What softwares do you use?
 I use two softwares. Canon Digital Photo Pro-
fessional (DPP), which comes bundled with the 
Canon cameras. Apart from that, I use Photo-
shop 5. Recently, I started learning Lightroom, 
though haven’t applied it till now.

Q Which lenses do you use and which one is your 
personal favorite?
I have 3 lenses Canon 18-55mm (which is the kit 
lens which usually comes with the camera), Can-
on 55-250 f4-5.6 IS1 and Canon 50mm f1.8. My 
dream lens is Canon 300mm F4 ( would love to 
have Canon 70-200mm and Canon 100-400mm). 
I think the optimal usage of what you have that 
adds value to your work.

Q Final Question, any plans of going professional?
No, not yet! I like the fact that I can pursue it as 
a serious hobby , without having to worry about 
drawing clients or altering my interests to cater to 
their requirements!

They say a picture is worth a million words, it couldn’t be truer for Dheeraj Tripathi, the student artist of the 
month. His spellbinding captures go viral on the internal IMT facebook circuit as soon as they are posted. It’s 
not only the internal pages, on 500px, a premier online photo community for discovering, sharing, buying and 

selling  high quality photographs, Dheeraj’s page has over 12 thousand views and nearly a thousand co-photographers 
from around the world have marked his photographs as a favourite. We had a short interview with the self taught shut-
ter bug to know what drives his passion for photography.

Follow Dheeraj on 500px at : http://500px.com/dktripathiknit13



Alum Speak “

“

1. Has your perception of corporate life changed 
from what it was during IMT days, if yes, how?

Having worked for almost two years before 
joining IMT, I had had a fair idea about 
corporate life, but my days at IMT gave me a 
whole new perspective of looking at things. 
My training during IMT days helped me de-
velop better management skills.

2. How does it feel like to represent the brand of 
IMT in your organization?

I am not sure about how to answer that, as I 
am not the only one in the organization from 
IMT. But what I represent on behalf of brand 
IMT is the never-give-up attitude and yes, the 
legacy of late night working hours lives on.

3. Tell us about one memorable incident during 
your summer placement or final placement.

It has been a couple of years since the day I 
left IMT campus and the memory has faded 
to some extent. However, fresh in my mind 
are the walks on the now non-existent Lover’s 
lane discussing the profile of the companies 
and the placement process during the Sum-

mers.

4. Now that you have joined a job after MBA, 
have you found your “Why MBA” answer?

Ahh…The correct and appropriate answer to 
this particular question still is a mystery to 
me, so I have rather designed my own answer. 
Why MBA… because it gave me an opportu-
nity to learn, understand and implement the 
knowledge that everyone calls management. 
It helped me understand business in a larger 
perspective, thus helping me in developing 
my thought process. 

5. Any tips for the batch of 2014 on how to pre-
pare for the placement process?

People have made the whole placement pro-
cess a big thing but for me it is just another 
hurdle that one can cross easily, if one has  
certain qualities that are intelligence, pres-
ence of mind, knowledge, confidence and 
most importantly patience. So be patient and 
wait for the opportunity that is in sync with 
your future aspirations, rather than going for 
a temporary solution.

The person behind a set of brilliant photographs capturing the spirit of 
Press-Tease, that’s how this alum was introduced to team Perspective 
for the first time. The next time, we got to see him in campus accom-

panying Mr. Hanumant Sabherwal during the Smartprep guest lecture. A few 
minutes of browsing through his Facebook profile page gives you a glimpse 
of his undying love for photography; Thephototalentgroup and Photograph-
ic Experience are to name just a few. We present to our readers, snippets of 
our interaction with Mr. Nishant Singh, from batch of 2012. He is currently 
working as a Digital marketer at Smartprep. Get ready to hear out what his 
thoughts and experience have to say on the balance of passion and package 
in professional life.
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6. How many sleepless nights have you spent 
worrying about placement?

I spent 2 whole semesters in the first year 
worrying about placements. By the end of the 
period, however, I had my future goals and 
the kind of profile I wanted to see myself in, 
sorted. Once the desired profile was sorted, 
all that was left was the need to be patient and 
wait for the right opportunity.

7. What can a candidate do to ensure that he is 
applying for the right company? How to know 
whether the job is a right fit?

This is the most important part of the whole 
process. I have seen many of my friends and 
even my juniors cribbing about their job. This 
is expected from those who make their choice 
on the basis of factors such as package, loca-
tion and company. They don’t care to check if 
it is the right fit for them. No one knows you 
better than yourself, so a small introspection 
on your qualities and strengths and a careful 
look at the job description helps.

8. How would you describe the components of 
job satisfaction?

 Job satisfaction is a relative term and varies 
from person to person. For example, some-
one may have a package as high as Rs.1 lakh 
per month and still may not be satisfied with 
the job. To me, job satisfaction is flexibility in 
working hours, proper compensation for my 
efforts and friendly working environment. 

9. Does this time of the year bring back the nos-
talgia of your placement season? Which one is 
tougher, seeking an opportunity as a student or 
proving yourself as an employee?

I would say now as an alumnus, more than 
nostalgia, I feel a sense of responsibility 
towards my college and the students of the 
existing batches. The responsibility to try and 

help as many as possible to get a decent job 
is something that keeps you informed about 
any opportunity that can be transferred on.
According to me, it is tougher to be an em-
ployee, as choosing the right candidate from 
so many deserving candidates, is a tough call. 

10. Any key take away from your summer in-
ternship that helped you in your employment?

The sectors of my summer and final place-
ments were miles apart, still the learning 
helped me understand the challenges faced 
and encouraged me to think on strategies to 
counter that. This initial push towards inno-
vative thinking and strategizing is something 
that still helps me in my work.

11. Tell us about the time of the year when you 
missed your life at IMT the most.

The time of the year when I miss IMT the 
most is during winters. The late night walks 
with friends, those bonfires in Amphi, sec-
tion parties in freezing cold weather and yes, 
last but in no way the least, in fact one of the 
best days of IMT… Chakravyuh. You cannot 
miss the shear energy the event has which 
drives the participants as well the spectators 
for 3 whole days without any sleep.

12. How relevant did you find the classroom 
learning in an actual workplace?

The classroom learning gives you an under-
standing of the theories and jargons which 
are ideally used in industries. This can help 
you plan an ideal scenario, but I believe that 
it is the projects that the students undertake, 
is what is the most useful for the understand-
ing of the students; it nudges them to think of 
ways to counter such challenges.
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Mr Rajat Tuli founder of ‘Happily Unmarried’ 
and Mr. Manish Anand E-Commerce Mar-
keting head of ‘Happily Unmarried’ judging an 
event at Marketing World Cup’ 13

Mr. Sanjiv Bhasin, Ex-Capital Market 
Advisor, Deutsche Bank at Riscon’13

Sh. Sandeep Dash, Director Finance, Planning Commission 
of India at Riscon’ 13
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Mr. Hemant and Ms. Nidhi Kohli from Jigsaw Acade-
my at Marketing World Cup’ 13

Marketing World Cup’ 13 winners, team 
‘None of the Above’ !!

Inaugural ceremony of IMT Ghaziabad’s sports 
fiesta - Chakravyuh



Passion, Package & Prahlad

This November, the campus became abuzz with 
the competitive spirit sparked by 2013 edition 
of Marketing World Cup. In the run up leading 

to the opening ceremony, Club Mark up organised The 
Eureka Effect! tête-à-tête with Prahlad Kakkar - An 
interactive session on Ads, Brands and Creativity, by the 
Ad-guru on 21st November 2013.
Prahlad is the founder of Genesis Film Productions and 
has an experience of over 3 decades in film production 
and has proved his talent in capturing the imaginations 
of millions of TV viewers with his Ad films for most of 
the prominent Ad films in the country and across the 
globe.
His memorable works include Pepsi’s “Yehi hain right 
choice baby!” and Britannia’s “Ting Ting Ti Ting” cam-
paigns.
The jam packed amphitheatre was rife with expectation 
and excitement alike, with the juniors and the senior 
batch arriving well before time, prepared to battle the 
cold with their hoodies and jackets for an evening of in-
tellectual stimulation and rib cracking humour. The animated students were not disappointed 
by the pied piper and the reigning virtuoso of the ad-world. Prahlad, arrived on time, true to 
his style with his signature hat on; wit, risqué humour and sarcasm followed soon after. 

He had an instant connect with his audience while recounting his own story on how he got to 
where he is and the role of passion in the mix. Mr. Kakkar is a man who follows his passion in 
everything he does. Apart from being a renowned ad film director, Prahlad has pursued his 
interests with zeal. He is a certified scuba diving enthusiast and owns his own diving school in 
the Lakshadweep islands. His love for food inspired him to open restaurants, the most recent 
one being Papa Pancho in Mumbai, which offers traditional Punjabi fare. Prahlad compared a 
passionate individual with an adrenaline junkie, someone who’s not afraid of risks. He was all 
praise for the current culture of entrepreneurial spirit that motivates some of us to take up an 
MBA.
He stressed on the importance of following our passion during the course of our profession-
al lives. He said, “Young managers begin planning for their lives when they start doing their 
MBA. What they forget is, to ask that what it is in life that makes it worth living? It’s Pas-
sion!!” He referred to luxury footwear designer Jimmy Choo’s iconic rise to worldwide ac-
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claim, in order to make his point clear to an enraptured audience. He further elucidated, “It is 
important to understand that Life is about the value that we create for ourselves and the only 
way to do it is by following our dreams.” 

Reflecting on the global slowdown, his advice to the students was that in the current times the 
‘packages’ that every MBA graduate seeks for, do not come easily. With the industry in a lag 
phase, the usual perks that an MBA can be assured of, come without a rider anymore. There-
fore, what’s important is the value that each individual brings to the table. An individual’s 
worth is not determined by the package, it is the contribution in terms of ideas and effort over 
and above of what is expected. Only the inner drive, that compels a person to strive for value 
added results, can be considered an assurance of success. 

Prahlad provoked introspection among the audience, when he asked them to ponder over our 
inner compasses and to search and realise what is important in life.
“The value that you add to your lives, selves, jobs, society, and friends is forever, as it belongs 
to you. You have an authorship on it and you own it and you’ll be judged for it. So do not be 
defined by your packages or your designations! A job isn’t a job; it’s your life, if you own it.”

He explained how when a per-
son is committed to his /her 
passion, being scared is not an 
option and thanks to their sheer 
dedication, they lay emphasis 
on details. “The difference be-
tween good and brilliant is in 
the details. God is in the de-
tails!” maintained Mr. Kakkar. 
He proceeded to enthral the 
listeners with clips of his most 
famous award winning ad work, 
both old and new. He explained 
the concepts behind the high 

recall 90s Cadbury (depicted a girl dancing with joyous abandon on the cricket field) ad, to 
the Cannes silver and bronze lion winning Happy dent advertisement (Muskura le!).From 
what made them work to anecdotes about behind the scenes incidents, like his discovery of 
Aishwarya Rai (She was cast in her first ever TVC, a Pepsi campaign by Prahlad) , along with 
a steady stream of narrative and production process quips behind each master piece kept the 
audience bewitched.
It was an evening that IMT is unlikely to forget anytime soon due to the sheer amount of pos-
sibilities, ideas and food for thought that Prahlad Kakkar was able to stir in the minds of the 
students.
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Scene 1

“Sir, I have got placed in my dream company”
- “Congrats! What’s the package?”

Scene 2

“Dad, I have an offer from a very good company, but the 
package is average. I am confused”
- “Betaa, if your CGPA is much above average, your package should also be much above 
average. Be clear on that and take a decision”

Scene 3

“Yaar, Day 2 of Placements gone and you are still not placed! Most of the good companies are 
gone..”
- “Yeah, I know, we had very good companies so far, but the packages were very low. I 
need at least three times of what I was getting before coming here”

The scenes are not from IMT alone…they are common across most of the b-schools in India 
irrespective of ‘good’ or a ‘bad’ year. Placements are measured by packages. Who measures?
Well, let’s count…the students, their parents, their relatives, their would-be in-laws, their 
friends in other b-schools, their ‘roomies’ and lobby-mates, even their professors and the 
ranking agencies. Have I left out some more ‘stakeholders’?

Cut to Scene 4

“MBAs these days have chips on their shoulders. We recruited five MTs last year, four of them 
left within a year”
- “But why so? What was the reason?”
“Well, they realised very soon that they have landed at wrong jobs. The sales guys do not want 
to go out to clients and the analytics boys want client interaction from day one”

And Scene 5

“We have decided not to recruit MBAs from campus any more. We will rather pick them up 
from market after they have put in a couple of years post campus”

Words of Guiding Stars
-Dr. Nilanjan Chattopadhyay
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- “But…campus recruits can be moulded better…”
“May be, but by the time they spend some time on job after campus, they realise what they 
want to do in life and become much more stable.”

While on one side, the campus debate is hot on ‘passion vs package’, the corporate is also con-
templating on what to offer to attract the best of talents. Unfortunately the peer pressure that 
gets built up in the business schools in the placement days lead to a situation where passion 
takes back seat if not thrown out of the window.

While views may differ, I am a strong believer of following passion in whatever one does. 
Nothing else motivates a human being for a longer time. We are not like machines that can 
do the same job one time, every time without getting bored or tired or even satisfied for that 
matter. My belief gets stronger when I look at the folks in the so called ‘top level’ business 
schools. Undoubtedly, they are some of the best brains in the country and therefore, certainly 
deserve the best. Problem starts when it comes to deciding what IS the best. Is it the job or the 
role or the brand or the money?

I do not know why my learned human resource friends coined the word ‘compensation’. My 
wild guess is that they believe an organisation pays money to some of its employees to com-
pensate for the valuable time of their lives ‘lost’ on the jobs assigned to them by the organisa-
tion. Now it is up to an individual to be compensated or motivated. If one has to be compen-
sated handsomely, it is obvious that someday, sooner or later, he may not be left with much to 
be compensated for. Yes, I am putting ‘utility’ and ‘burn out’ factor in indirect words. On the 
other hand, a work done with passion motivates the entire eco-system and the result is obvi-
ous. One has to decide on whether his daily job should motivate him to go forward or should 
compensate him for the ‘loss’ he suffers. 

To quote Mr Jobs, “Your time is limited, so don’t waste it living someone else’s life. Don’t be 
trapped by dogma - which is living with the results of other people’s thinking. Don’t let the 
noise of others’ opinions drown out your own inner voice. And most important, have the 
courage to follow your heart and intuition.”

Trust your passion, it will never let you down.
Dr. Nilanjan Chattopadhyay
Associate Professor
Head New Initiatives
nchattopadhyay@imt.edu
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Which “Idiot” Are You..?

There was a time when campus placements prepared the perfect recipe for an augment-
ed product; the whole concept of securing a job even before stepping out of an aca-
demic program was an added benefit to education. For our generation, however, place-

ment has turned into an expected product or rather at some level, a basic product. We all scan 
the placement tab with the best of our attention and sincerity in the website of any institute 
we apply to. So, taking forward the hypothesis of considering placement opportunity a prod-
uct, the author would now like to introduce the perspective of a MBA student.
The first understanding of the marketing orientation of placement process starts with con-
sumer survey. The sole motive was to understand the evolving need of students, the stages 
involved and the influencing factors of their decision making process. Twelve students from 
IMT Ghaziabad campus were chosen randomly and asked to scribble down the first words 
triggered in their minds when they come across the word Placement. The random words giv-
en here is exactly what their response was.

Moving on to strategic 
target marketing, the first 
requirement is segmen-
tation. First segment of 
consumers is formed by 
those who have worked hard all their lives with the aim to make it to a top-notch organiza-
tion one day, with big brand names and rich salary, those who have set their priorities right 
much before stepping into IMT Ghaziabad, those who have left no stone unturned to get 
placed on day zero. For them, the recruiting company is the first stepping stone and the offer 
letter of campus placement is just the beginning. 
The second segment of consumers dream of pursuing their passion, but leave that dream 
under the pillow before waking up to reality every morning. With every beep of their alarm 
clock, they abandon the dream of their fairy land and attend the call of duty. One absolute 
truth of life that they know of is meeting the basic requirements of their dependents. Living 
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the passion of life is a luxury they can’t afford, at least that’s what they believe.  
The third segment is the confused lot of campus. The rigorous schedule, peer pressure and 
negative sentiments of market analysts take a toll on their confidence level and they find 
themselves trapped inside a maze of uncertainties. They try to follow the path of quite a lot of 
successful protagonists, but often lose patience in desperation, finding no fruitful result in the 
foreseeable future.
The stories of fourth segment are written by those who think beyond the attributes of a com-
fortable job. This is the zone of mavericks, the rebels who extend gaze through the gaps of 
thick spectacles while reading a text book and see the unimaginable happening before their 
eyes. They challenge the knowledge and pre-set guidelines of society and dare to dream in the 
backdrop of impossibilities.
Now that a meaningful segmentation of significantly different clusters of customers is ready, 
the next task is to identify the targeted customer. If facts and figures are to be believed, 100 
per cent placement is turning into a myth even in top Indian business schools. In India, the 
fraction of students who are not getting placed hovers somewhere around 6 to 8 per cent and 
this is a matter of serious concern for us. What we perhaps choose to ignore is a threefold in-
crease in the number of applicants for MBA entrance examination since 2000 and the rest is a 
seesaw of supply and demand of MBA students in Indian market which we all are well aware 
of. 
In such a scenario, doesn’t 100 per cent placement look over hyped? Of course, most of us 
wouldn’t like to fall in that 6 to 8 per cent category and there lies the need of proper targeting. 
Perhaps, it would make things simpler if we get to know, which segment of customers, we as 
students, fall in and this would in turn make it easier for the recruiters to know which can-
didate is the right match for their requirements. These attributes of perceptual mapping are 
to be analysed by the placement facilitators, so much for the commercialization of education 
sector!
In the first lecture of marketing management, my professor told me that a clear understand-
ing of the concepts makes me an intelligent consumer, if nothing else. I wonder, while choos-
ing between passion and package, do we really keep our mind open to the required level of 
awareness, do we really understand our own needs before making an informed decision, do 
we really know which segment we belong to?
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Words of Guiding Stars
-Dr. Bindu Gupta

What weigh heavier in a job - package or passion, is a never ending and highly debatable 
subject.  Several reasons drive the choice between passion and package: Is it the candi-
date’s first job or assignment? At what level of Maslow’s need of hierarchy, the candidate 

is? What personal responsibility he/she has at the family level and many more. 
In today’s competitive environment, it may be more prudent to value passion as working or working 
for passion are two separate things. To be successful, one is required to work hard, continually learn 
and develop and one requires passion for all these activities. Passion drives our determination to find 
ingenious solutions. Passion forces out our 110% commitment. Aristotle stated “Pleasure in the job 
puts perfection in the work”. Working on something one doesn’t like to work on, but indulges because 
of an attractive package, may put one in a situation of cognitive dissonance. Initially it may be re-
duced with the argument that reward is very attractive but truth is realised in due course of time. 
The definition of Good Package in itself is debatable and varies from individual to an individual. If 
we consider Adam’s equity theory of motivation, the package that is good enough today, may not be 
so tomorrow. Further, various market forces may influence the definition of good package. Here our 
motivation is more governed by extrinsic factor. We soon may start losing interest from work, may 
start withdrawing from the job and gradually it may influence our performance. 
On the other hand, when the decision is guided by passion, it is the intrinsic motivator to work for 
its own sake, rather than to fulfil the desire for some external reward. Our continuous perusal of 
what we love to do drastically increases the likelihood of a successful career, as has been opined by 
various experts. We need to contemplate on whether we want to be to be controlled by someone else 
or want to be the boss of ourselves.  
When someone loves the work, he/she enjoys every single moment and makes the most out of it. 
There is not a single moment of stress, even if there is, it will be positive stress which makes the expe-
rience much more enjoyable.
Case histories of some of the most financially successful entrepreneurs like Steve Jobs, Mark Zuck-
erberg, Narayana Murthy, Sunil Bharti Mittal, also establish the fact that the key to success lies in 
following ones passion. In his interview with Corporate Dossier, James March, Management Guru, 
stated that the conventional answer to the question, “What makes people do what they do? is that, 
people do what they do because of expectations of good consequences that is ‘incentive’. But ac-
cording to him, often, people do what they do because it is appropriate for their identities with only 
secondary concern about their consequences (Corporate Dossier, 20th December, 2013). 
It’s not like package is not important, but the real question is of prioritization. Passion drives money, 
but money may not drive passion. As Steve Jobs famously said, “The only way to do great work, is to 
love what you do”
Robert Frost, in one of his immortal poems, stated: 

My object in living is to unite 
My avocation and my vocation

Dr. Bindu Gupta
Associate Professor

Area: Human Resource Management
bgupta@imt.edu
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THANK YOU...

Loretta Young, the renowned American actress, once said, “Giving credit where credit is due is a 
very rewarding habit to form. Its rewards are inestimable.” We are not sure of the rewards, but we do 
believe that it’s a great practice to imbibe. 

As the current edition of “The Perspective” throws light on placements, the Corporate Communi-
cations and Media Relations Committee of IMT Ghaziabad would like to take the opportunity to 
acknowledge the efforts of our Placement committee. For all the hectic days and sleepless nights, for 
all those holidays you worked in, while we lazed, for all those unpleasant words you gulped on our 
behalf, we’d like to express sincere thanks to the placement committee. Your hard work ensures that 
the best of companies come to IMT for recruitment.

And for all those times when you felt it was a thankless job, we’d quote another personality - Joyce 
Brothers – who nicely said “Being taken for granted can be a compliment. It means that you’ve become 
a comfortable, trusted element in another person’s life.” 

Mehar Ahluwalia Nithin Akshay Dhar Bitupan Deka Nilanjana Guha

Aditya Bhavanasi Vamsi Dabburi Arshdeep Kaur Shashank Dudeja Piyush Jaiswal

MahashwetaIshpreet Ayush Asthana Rohan Mathew
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What Do I Do NEXT...?

Okay, so you get a chance to do some-
thing that you have wanted to do 
since, umm well since you joined 

the world of employed men/women… write 
and write and then write some more. And 
what better to know that there is someone 
out there actually interested in reading all 
that gibberish (makes you feel like a super-
star in front of a fawning crowd). Yes, I live in 
my own world where (as evident), as Barney 
Stinson says, I’m awesome!
So, the thing is, when you get what you want-
ed, what do you do next? Of course after all 
the gloating, self aggrandizement and smirk-
ing is over, then what? Finicky as we are, how 
long it is when something captures our atten-

tion only to whittle away at the next instant? How many of us actually go on cherishing what 
we have achieved even after something big and better comes along?
The first job brings accolades, but does it bring the pay we want? The second job brings a fat 
pay check, but is the work as exciting as we want? Questions, for which we can never give 
ourselves a satisfactory answer but we always seem to want one.
I am not too good at introspection, it is too scary a prospect, imagine delving deep inside 
your head and heart and facing you deepest fears, weakness and fallacies! Spookier than the 
recent crappy horror movies I saw (though I have to admit, I get spooked by the silliest of 
things). 
So what do we do? Do we get satisfied with what we have or should we go on wanting and 
yearning? And how much wanting is okay really, without bordering on greed and avarice?
It is not that we don’t know what we want from life, but it is wanting too much too soon that 
is the problem.

Knowing different perspectives of a particular problem is important, so says the learning of case 
study method of management education. So when it comes to taking the final call on one of the 
most important aspects of your life, it’s not advisable to ignore any words of wisdom. This edi-

tion of The Perspective brought you many thoughts on the same topic; you heard it from the Manage-
ment Guru, faculty, friends and seniors. We have a fresh new perspective for the last.
The featured blog article of this month comes from Ms. Ruchika Tripathi. She is currently working with 
Wildcraft as a senior executive in online business development. Ruchika pursues independent blogging 
as a serious hobby. Her articles have been published in Viewspaper, an online forum for the voice of the 
youth.

Follow her on  http://ruchika22.tumblr.com
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BIG 10
Ten States. Media & Glory

‘They came. They saw. They conquered’. It would not be an overstatement to attribute this Shake-
spearean quote to the ten teams from across MBA institutes in India, who came to IMT Ghaziabad 
to battle it out in CCMRC’s flagship annual event – ‘BIG 10’ on the 30th of November. The nascent 
chilly winds of winter welcomed the teams, nudging them to stay warm, and prepared for the 
heated discussions that lay in wait.
BIG 10 – a year old this December, was 
based on a theme that meshed together 
the recent report on RBI Governor Ra-
ghuram Rajan’s state development index 
with the concept of a media campaign. 
An apt tagline ‘ten states, the media and 
glory’ exemplified the theme. The par-
ticipants were asked to choose one state 
from a set of ten low-indexed states and 
send a comprehensive promotional plan 
for the same. The aim was to convince 
the Government to allot the corpus fund 
of Rs. 40,000 crores towards the devel-
opment of their chosen state. The results 
of online submissions saw teams from 
IIM Ranchi, SIBM Pune, IMI Delhi, IMT 
Nagpur and our very own IMT Gha-
ziabad qualify for the finals. The D-day 
had two rounds planned, each having equal weightage in the aggregate score. The presentation round started 
at around 3 in the afternoon in the new academic block. The panel of Mr. Rashid Hashim - SCM Head, L&T/
MHI, Mr. Aneesh Diddee - Creative Director, Ogilvy and Mather and CCMRC chairperson Dr. Lubna Nafees acted 
as representatives of GOI who would critique the participants’ proposals. Every team put forth compelling 
arguments to convince that their state should be the prime recipient of the funds. It took until six in the eve-
ning for all the presentations and cross-questioning to come to a close. Prior to the second round – a debate, 
the participants were offered refreshments and were allowed to discuss and prepare on the topic which was 
‘further fragmentation of India into states – a boon or a bane?’ 
The iconic amphitheater of IMT Ghaziabad had been befittingly prepped up for this finale. A crackling bon-
fire alongside a sprawling logo of ‘BIG 10’ greeted the finalists. Ms. Nishta, City Reporter (political) from Hin-
dustan Times was invited to moderate the debate. The judges for the final round were Squotients founder Mr. 
Saurabh Mishra, Mr. Deepak Gupta , Senior manager marketing - Engineer India Limited and Dr.Lubna Nafees. 
Initially, each team was given 10 minutes to summarize their views on the topic. What ensued was a very in-
volved discussion with an equally rapt audience. The teams tackled the counter arguments from judges with 
both convincing and controversial responses. There was an audience round where teams answered the ques-
tions posed to them. After an hour and half, the moderator pulled together the ends and brought the debate 
to a conclusive end. While the tallying of scores was in progress, the judges and moderator interacted with 
the participants and shared constructive feedback. Team Dynamic Duos of IMT Ghaziabad took home the 
coveted award for their well-researched, effective campaign and strong debate skills. SIBM Pune’s Parakram 
edged over eight other teams and was declared the first runners up. Team Masterblaster and team The Invisi-
ble Hand bagged the second runners up title.
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CAMPUS BUZZ..

LOT
Sports Committee’s annual year round sporting tour-
nament “League of Titans” wrapped up in the last 
week of November. League of Titans featured teams 
from 17 sections fighting it out for the prized title of 
The ‘LoT’ champion. The closing leg of the event held 
in November included Angrychicks (Throw ball), 
IMTendulkar (Cricket) and Golazo(Football). The 
concluding event, Golazo saw the final match being 
played between junior section C and senior section 
D. Junior section C emerged as the triumphant vic-
tors, with Sawan Slahotra and Manav Sudan of the 
winning side being selected for the upcoming play-
ers award. IMTendulkar organised to coincide with 
maestro Sachin Tendulkar’s retirement, witnessed 
senior section D winning against junior section E. 
Junior section E showed much promise as the stron-
gest team of the competition, with the captain Vishal 
Singh being awarded the upcoming player award.
IMT selector was won by Husain Motiwala.
The event line up and winners of the various events 
are as below.

Joy of Giving!
Hearts warmed up on a cold winter day, as MADF 
organized the “Joy of Giving” initiative on November 
17th. The event invited 126 underprivileged children 
between the ages of 7-16 from schools run by NGO 

SADRAG Harola, Nithari and Nanglai. It began with 
the lighting of the lamp by Dr. David Newlands, 
visiting faculty at IMT Ghaziabad and Mrs. Poonam 
from SADRAG. Dr. Newlands’ wonderful speech to 
cheer and welcome the little guests set the stage for 
the further events of the day. The kids and volunteers 
were later seen reveling in the various cultural and 
sports activities, which lasted for quite a few hours 
after noon. Special lunch was arranged, thanks to the 
Mess committee of IMT-G who made sure that there 
was enough, both in variety and quantity, to satis-
fy the kids. Post lunch, the kids were treated to the 
screening of a latest movie and an arts and crafts ses-
sion that brought out the artist in every child. It was 
indeed heartwarming to watch their ideas take color. 
The day drew to a close with MADF and the volun-
teers bidding farewell to the kids and the SADRAG 
team, capturing the memorable moments in photo-
graphs and presenting mementos. The event’s success 
was further celebrated, donating funds from Joy of 
Giving drive the funds from the “Joy of Giving” drive 
to SADRAG.

MWC
November 21st saw an explosive start to Club Mark-
up’s annual mega event Marketing World cup. Ad 
guru Prahlad Kakkar unveiled the trophies as part of 
an interactive session on Ads, Brands and Creativity 

held at the amphitheatre in front of a large excited 
audience. The official inaugural ceremony was held at 
the auditorium on November 23rd and MWC 13 was 
officially declared open by director Dr.Bibek Baner-

Event Final Match Winners Upcoming Players
IMTendulkar SR. D Vs Jr. E Jr E Vishal Singh

Angry Chicks Sr G Vs Sr. D Sr. D  Nalini Chandrika

Golazo Sr.D Vs Jr. C Jr. C Manav Sudan, Sawan Salhotra
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jee.  The theme for this year’s edition of MWC was 
“Retro Marketing”. Participating teams were tested 
on core marketing concepts where creativity, innova-
tion and lateral thinking ability was valued the most. 
The final round was held over a period of 2 days and 
finalists were decided on the basis of their marketing 
acumen across different categories of events with 
the marketing world cup being awarded to the team 
with the maximum total score. The 1st prize was won 
by team None Of The Above of IMT Ghaziabad and 
Runner’s up was team Battery Low.

RISCON
RISCON ‘13 - a Risk Management Conclave - was 
organised by club FinNiche on November 16 and 17, 
2013.Keynote speakers for this sixth edition of the 
event were Mr. Sandeep Dash, Director (Finance) 
Planning Commission of India and Mr. Sanjiv Bha-
sin, ex-Capital Market Advisor, Deutsche Bank. 
As part of the event, a case study competition “En-
cephalon” and a panel discussion were also organ-
ised. Encephalon saw participation from some of the 
premier B-Schools in India like ISB Hyderabad, MDI 
Gurgaon, IIFT Delhi, NMIMS Mumbai and IIM 
Rohtak. 

For the purpose of panel discussion, five dynamic 
panellists from the industry were invited to share 
valuable insights on the untapped potential of  Indi-
an economy. The discussion comprehensively cov-
ered multiple sectors like manufacturing, services, 
agriculture, education and healthcare and suggested 
possible solutions to the problems faced by the econ-
omy in these areas.

SPARKS
Benchmark Six Sigma held an online competition 
called SPARKS “Write to Influence” contest from 
22nd November 2013 to 6th December 2013, where-
in the participants had to write a blog style article on 
“Data Driven Decision Making (D3M)”. Four IMT 
students made it to the final round and went on to 
win prizes.
1.) Deepak Gupta (1st position)
2.) B Rahul Gandhi (Finalist)
3.) Partha Mitra ( 3rd Runner up)
4.) Aseem Shandilya (1st Runner up)

Stage 1 was the preliminary stage where articles were 
screened on the basis of originality and style of writ-
ing etc. Stage 2 was an online interaction assessment 
phase, in which a total of 18 articles were chosen and 
everyone was invited to ask questions to the authors. 
The authors were evaluated on the popularity of 
their articles and their ability to convincingly answer 
questions put to them. The evaluation at this stage 
was done by a panel of industry experts comprising 
of Mr. Vivek Madan VP, Operations, GE Commercial 
Finance,Mr. Suresh Jayaraman, Director-Business 
Excellence, Philips, Mr. B Waware Master Black Belt 
IBM,Mr. PB Mohan Dy Director Process Engineer-
ing, CMA CGM and Ms. Tina Arora Service Head, 
Citibank.

EXCELENCIA
Club OPUS achieved a new feat this year. It went 
inter B-School for the first time with the launch of 
Excelencia, a live case study competition. It was an 
opportunity for the contestants to showcase their 
operational skills and problem solving capabilities. 
Whopping number of entries flowed in and an active 
participation was seen from contestants from various 
B-Schools.



Corporate Chuckles
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